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Overbloan concerns?
For years, senior secured loans have been viewed as an attractive way to invest
in corporate credit markets because they are exactly what their name implies:
senior and secured. In the past year, however, a culmination of longer-term
trends has changed the composition of the market and, we believe, requires a
reexamination of the current state of the broadly syndicated loan market.
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Senior secured loans and high yield bonds have traditionally shared one
important characteristic: both asset classes are nearly entirely rated below
investment grade. Historically, the high yield bond market, due to its status of
often being unsecured and subordinated compared to loans, has traded with
higher yields than loans – compensating investors for bearing the additional risk.
In the past year, however, this trend has reversed – loans are now yielding more
than high yield bonds. For context, this hasn’t happened since December 2008,
and loans yielded more than high yield a total of only six days between 2002
and 2018. The yield gap (high yield YTM minus loan YTM) has been negative
for 115 days this year and counting.1 We believe the higher yield on loans has
more to do with the additional risks they now pose (as outlined below) and the
compensation investors demand to hold them.
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Source: ICE BofAML U.S. High Yield Index, S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index, as of October 31, 2019.

Market composition
The ratings composition of the loan and high yield markets has drifted over the
past 10 years, with each taking a markedly different path. The high yield market
has seen an improvement in credit quality – with BB rated bonds now
representing approximately 50% of the market, up from 25% in 2009. The loan
market, however, has seen the quality of its credit mix steadily decline, with BB
rated loans making up just under 30% of the market and B rated loans
comprising almost 60%. In 2009, B rated loans comprised roughly 30% of the
market. The high yield market today stands at its highest quality as measured by
overall ratings composition since 2001, while the loan market is at its lowest
quality in the history of the market.1

1 ICE BofAML U.S. High Yield Index, S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index, as of October 31, 2019.
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COMPOSITION OF HIGH YIELD BOND MARKET
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Source: ICE BofAML U.S. High Yield Index.

COMPOSITION OF SENIOR SECURED LOAN MARKET
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Issuance trends
In addition to the ratings composition of the loan market, other trends have
emerged over the past few years that we believe are causing investors to
demand higher yields in return for owning loans. The prominence of covenant
light, or “cov-lite,” loans has taken headlines by storm, and for good reason. The
issuance of loans with fewer covenants and lax protections for lenders has
steadily risen over the last decade and now accounts for 84% of newly issued
loans. That’s up from 0% in 2004 and even 29% in 2007,2 the peak before the
financial crisis. While ultimately cash flow and collateral, not covenants, pay
back lenders, we still believe this remains a concerning trend for investors.

2 S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index, as of October 31, 2019.
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RISE OF COV-LITE ISSUERS
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Source: S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index, as of October 31, 2019.

A less-buzzworthy but perhaps more concerning trend is the rise of loan-only
issuers. Loans typically benefit from debt below them in the capital structure
taking the first losses in the event of credit problems. But with many companies
issuing senior secured loans as the only debt in their capital structure, one of
the primary benefits of being “senior” has been largely diluted. Today, 55% of
the loan market is composed of loan-only issuers, compared to just under 40%
in 2007. The existence of these borrowers alone is not worrisome – it’s what
happens when things go wrong that is cause for concern. The recovery rate on
first-lien loan-only issuers over the past year is nearly 30% lower than that for
first-lien issues where the borrower has both bonds and loans in their capital
structure.
LOAN-ONLY VS. LOAN & BOND ISSUER RECOVERY RATES
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Impact on returns
By most measures, returns for both high yield bonds and senior secured loans
are reasonably strong in 2019, with both markets on pace to post results in
excess of their long-term averages. However, in contrast to what we would
typically expect in a “normal” strong year, investors are clearly showing a
preference for higher-rated issuers compared to lower-rated issuers. The
increasing composition of lower-rated issuance in the loan market could also be
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a contributing factor for why high yield bonds overall are strongly outperforming
loans on the year.
HIGH YIELD BOND RETURNS BY RATING
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SENIOR SECURED LOAN RETURNS BY RATING
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Conclusion
We are not advising writing off the loan market completely. In fact, we still think
that good return potential exists – however, it may be more difficult to discern
and require robust fundamental analysis. Investors should consider the
changing composition of the market and its relative risks in comparison to other
credit investments, like high yield bonds. The historical preference for senior
secured loans as a safer alternative due to their seniority and security may no
longer be as safe an assumption. The asset class can still offer compelling value
and return opportunities, but we believe its place among other sub-investment
grade asset classes has changed based upon these observations.
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This information is educational in nature and does not constitute a financial promotion, investment advice or an
inducement or incitement to participate in any product, offering or investment. FS Investments is not adopting,
making a recommendation for or endorsing any investment strategy or particular security. All opinions are
subject to change without notice, and you should always obtain current information and perform due diligence
before participating in any investment. FS Investments does not provide legal or tax advice, and the
information herein should not be considered legal or tax advice. Tax laws and regulations are complex and
subject to change, which can materially impact any investment result. FS Investments cannot guarantee that
the information herein is accurate, complete or timely. FS Investments makes no warranties with regard to
such information or results obtained by its use, and disclaims any liability arising out of your use of, or any tax
position taken in reliance on, such information. FS Investments cannot be held responsible for any direct or
incidental loss incurred as a result of any investor’s or other person’s reliance on the opinions expressed
herein. Investors should consult their tax and financial advisors for additional information concerning their
specific situation.
Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained herein are based upon certain assumptions that the author
considers reasonable. Projections are speculative in nature, and it can be expected that some or all of the
assumptions underlying the projections will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results. The
inclusion of projections herein should not be regarded as a representation or guarantee regarding the
reliability, accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein, and neither FS Investments nor the
author are under any obligation to update or keep current such information.
All investing is subject to risk, including the possible loss of the money you invest.
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